
1. Introduction
• Secondary Electro Spray Ionization (SESI) [1, 2] has shown 

sensitivities below the ppt level for polar vapors [3]. It has been 
successfully used in different applications requiring the 
analysis of ambient vapors: 
o Drugs detection[4]

o Explosive detection [3, 5].
o Breath metabolite analysis [6, 7].

• Low Flow-SESI: (LF-SESI) The improved configuration, termed 
Low Flow SESI because it requires a very low flow of sample 
gas, increases the ionization efficiency by almost two orders of 
magnitude[8]. This architecture, in tandem with a Differential 
Mobility Analyzer, enabled the detection of explosives vapors 
in in cargo containers at the sub-ppq level [9].

• Despite the interest in the detection of volatiles by mass 
spectrometry, currently only two dedicated instruments for 
the task (Selected Ion Flow Tube (SIFT) & Proton Transfer 
Reaction (PTR)) exist.

• Notably, no commercial alternative exists for owners of a pre-
existing MS with an atmospheric pressure ionization source to 
turn their instruments into a vapor analyzer.

• Consequently, the objective of the project ACID* is to 
develop an LF-SESI platform to bring these improvements to 
the general MS user.

• Despite the importance of carefully optimizing the fluid and 
electrostatic configurations of the ionizer, the design of the LF-
SESI described in [8] was based only on qualitative 
considerations, mainly because of the difficulty associated 
with the simulation of the physical processes involved.

• This poster describes the results of the numerical evaluations 
that were used to estimate the performances of the system 
and optimize the different geometrical parameters.

• In particular, in order to accurately evaluate the concentration 
of ions of the expanding electrospray plume, a new algorithm 
that couples the typical Finite Element Methods (COMSOL) 
with the analytical solution of an infinitely large electrospray 
expanding plume through a gas [10] was implemented.
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6. Future developments

7. Conclusions
• The optimized LF-SESI will be able to operate with a wide 

range of sample flows, from 1 lpm down to 0.01 lpm.
• Coupling the analytical solution of an expanding plume [10], 

and the Finite Element Methods provides coherent results. 
However, this method overestimates the angle of the liquid 
meniscus. 

• Ideally, by reducing the sample flow, the ionization efficiency 
could be improved as long as dilution by the gas sampled by 
the MS is avoided. However, depletion of vapors will be 
important for flow rates below 0.01 lpm.

• The maximum expected ionization efficiency (for TNT) is 1/50. 
If correct, this result would provide a ten fold increase in 
sensitivity over our previous development[8].

• At this flow rate, the time required to renew the gas within the 
ionization chamber is 30 s, still compatible with many 
detection applications.
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Figure 5. Conical menisci and sprays [10] (reproduced with permission of the 
authors).

Figs 5 (printed with permission of the authors [10]) and 6 show 
the real plumes and the simulated plumes (simulated for the 
same conditions described in [10]), which were used to validate 
the numerical method. The shape of the expanding plumes is 
remarkably similar. However, the semi-angles of the meniscus 
are in general overestimated (as the theoretical model also 
does).

4. Electrospray numerical model

• Due to the high concentration of ions 
within the ionization region, the 
Coulomb expansion of the 
electrospray plume must be 
considered to accurately resolve the 
electrostatic configuration (and also 
the concentration of ions).

• The electrospray has a singularity at 
the tip, which cannot be solved 
numerically.

• In the proximity of the tip,  expansion 
of the plume follows an analytical 
solution (which depends on the 
properties of the liquid, and the 
intensity passing through the ESI.
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Figure 4. singularity 
domain.

2. Proposed architecture

In the LF-SESI, the ionization region and the MS inlet region are 
separated by a plate, which enables for decoupling the flow 
sampled by the MS and the flow inputted in the ionizer. Ions are 
pushed by means of electrostatic fields through an orifice 
(termed impact orifice) that communicates the ionization region 
and the MS inlet region.
The LF-SESI produces a narrow beam of ions. For this reason, a 
correct alignment between the LF-SESI source and the MS is 
required. The proposed architecture comprises (fig.1):
• A core: incorporates an enclosed ESI chamber and  the 

electrodes required to push the ions towards the MS.
• A heating layer:  regulates the temperature of the core (up to 

200°C).
• A positioning system: provides in-situ mechanical alignment.
• MS interface: couples the ionizer with the MS, this part is 

specifically designed for each type of MS.
• Insulation layer (thermal and dielectric insulation), and 

connections.
• Sample line gas (heated to minimize memory effects)

Mechanical design:
• Implements the numerically optimized electrostatic and fluid 

dynamic configuration.
• Operates safely at high temperature and high voltage.
• The first prototype is coupled to Thermo Fisher MS, and 

incorporates positioning system for alignment corrections.
• It incorporates a voltage divider that provides voltages to the 

ESI, the impact electrode, and the focusing electrode, and 
which is fed by the internal power supply of the MS.

• nESI source for high purity solvents
Performance evaluation:
• The first prototype is currently being machined.
• We expect to initiate the testing in September 2014.

5. General numerical evaluation

• The complete numerical evaluation of the LFSESI combines 
Fluid dynamics, electrostatics with space charge, convection, 
diffusion and reaction of different species (charging ions, 
neutral sample molecules, and sample ions), and the 
singularity at the tip (which is defined by the theoretical 
model [10]).

Figure 8 shows the ionization efficiency  η for the same spray and 
for TNT, as a function of qS:
• The ideal ionization efficiency is: ηi = pi∙qms/qs

**

• The estimated ionization efficiency is the ratio of the flow of 
ions that enter the inlet capillary of the MS, over the flow of 
molecules that are inputted in the ionizer.

• At flows above 0.1 lpm, η approaches ηi . At lower flows, η
falls significantly due to the depletion of vapors. 

** where pi is pi= kε0/Ze, and where k is the charge transfer reaction rate, ε0 is the 
permittivity in vacuum,  Z is the mobility of analyte ions, and e is the charge of an ion.

Figure 7 shows the surface plots of the concentrations of 
charging ions (cc), neutral vapor (cv), and ionized vapor (ci) for:
• a sample  flow qS = 0.05 lpm; and for an electrospray 

positioned at Y = 3 mm. (The diameter of the focusing 
electrode orifice is 4 mm, and the distance between the 
focusing and the impact plates is 3 mm)

• Charging ions: Spray of MeOH-H2O, 0.1% HCl; analyte: TNT 
vapors at 1 ppt.

Results:
• As already described by the theoretical evaluation of the SESI 

mechanisms, the concentration of sample ions is 
‘very’uniform within the ESI plume.

• These simulations also show that the commonly accepted 
hypothesis that concentration of neutral molecules is 
unnaffected by the plume is not correct:

• The concentration of sample ions is much lower than the 
concentration of vapor molecules, but the ions are evacuated 
very quickly due to the high ionic velocities, resulting in a non 
negligible reduction of the concentration of vapors.  

Figure 3 illustrates the boundaries that separate the different 
flow configurations in the d - l domain. In view of these figures, 
the selected d and l values are 2 mm both. For the range of qs

(0.01 lpm to 1 lpm), these dimensions ensure that the 
configuration is ether C1 or C2.

• In the new method, the numerical domain is bounded by a 
spherical cap, in which the boundary conditions imposed by 
the theoretical model are imposed (figure 4).

• This method overcomes that difficulty associated with the tip 
singularity, and provides accurate results at a reasonable 
computational cost. 

Figure 1. LF-SESI architecture
left: basic architecture of the LF-SESI configuration. 
Right: components of the proposed Add-on architecture.

• In order to maximize the transmission of ions from the 
ionization region to the MS inlet region, the impact orifice has 
to be as big as possible. On the other hand, in order to 
minimize dilution of vapors within the ionization region, this 
orifice should be as small as possible. In particular, it is 
desirable to ensure that the flow configuration is free from 
turbulence.

• In this study, we have evaluated the types of configurations 
developed by the flow, which depend on the sample flow (qs), 
the impact orifice diameter (d), and the distance between the 
impact orifice and the MS inlet (l).

• The MS inlet was a capillary (Thermo Fisher Scientific), which 
samples a fixed flow of gas (qMS = 1.6 lpm)

Figure 2 illustrates the different streamlines patterns. Only the 
red streamlines correspond with the sample gas, the blue 
streamlines are introduced trough a secondary port between the 
impact plate and the MS inlet:
• C1: the sample flow produces a jet that travels at constant 

speed towards the MS inlet, and is further accelerated as it 
approaches the MS inlet.

• C2: similar to C1, but with a weaker jet. The flow appears to 
be continuously accelerating.

• C3: when the MS inlet is too close to the impact orifice, it 
induces a recirculating bubble, right at the ionization region, 
which should be avoided.

• C4: the configuration expected when qs > qms.

3. Fluid dynamics study

Figure 3. Boundaries between flow configurations

Figure 2. Flow patterns near the impact orifice

Figure 6. Simulated ElectroSpray

Figure 7. Concentration surface plots of charging ions, neutral vapors and
ionized vapors.

Figure 8. Ionization efficiency vs. sample flow


